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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to study what the accelerable subsets of LOGSF of all logarithmically convergent 
sequences are. Three kinds of subsets of LOGSF and sequence transformations are given. Theoretical results and 
numerical examples are given. 
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1. Introduction 
A set 9 of convergent sequences is said to be accelerable if there is a sequence transformation 
T such that 
T-S 
,‘i_r” ++-S = 0 for any (S,) EY, 
n 
where S is the limit of (S,) and (T,) = T( S,). A real sequence (S,,) converging to S is said to be a 
logarithmic sequence if 
We denote by LOG the set of all logarithmic sequences. We denote by LOGSF the set of all 
logarithmic sequences satisfying 
,‘i-r” As;-:’ -= 1, 
where AS,, = S,,, - S,,. 
Delahaye and Germain-Bonne [4] have proved that LOGSF is not accelerable. So it is 
important to find accelerable subsets of LOGSF (see [3, p.1861). 
Kowalewski [7] has studied this problem in detail and has proposed some open questions. 
Recently, Brezinski [2] has proved that the subset 
(S&LOG 13~~0: hm 
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where A,, = 1 - (S,,, - S)/(S, - S), is of synchronous type and thus by the result of [5] 2 is 
accelerable. This result is a solution of one of Kowalewski’s questions. On the other hand, for the 
subset L, defined by 




n-+m l- G’ 
no such result as on 2 is known. 
In this paper we investigate accelerable subsets of L, with numerical examples. In Section 3 
we define three kinds of subsets of LOGSF, .%‘lml, Y’tml and Ylml for m = 0, 1, 2,. . . . We 
study the relations between .?%lml, Yorml, Ylml and LOG2 defined by Kowalewski [7]. In Section 
4 we apply the “technique du sous-ensemble” on Ytml and get a sequence transformation T[“]. 
It is proved that Ylml is accelerated by T [m1. In Section 5 we define an iterated T["' algorithm. 
In Section 6 we give some examples of sequences of .Ylml and in Section 7 we test the 
transformation T["] and the iterated T [m1 algorithm with numerical examples. 
Numerical computations reported here were carried out on the NEC personal computer 
PC-9801VM in double precision with approximately 16 digits. 
2. Notation and definitions 
Let RJ be the set of all positive integers and IA,, the set of all nonnegative integers. 
For m E N,, two functions log lmlx and Llmlx are defined inductively as follows: 
log[olx = x, 
LlOlx = x , 
It is easy to see that the 
follows: 
@[“lx) = 1 + 
loglmlx = log(log[“-‘lx) for m = 1, 2, 3,. . . , 
Limlx = L[m-ll~ loglmlx for m = 1, 2, 3,. . . . 
derivatives and the second derivatives of Llmlx and (loglmlx)* are as 
m m 171 L[“lx 
c n logl’lx = c 7 ) (2-U Y 
j=1/=1 i=rJ - Jx 
(~W” = f. jl .;~;,, ’ 
( (log[mlx) “)’ = a 
(log[“lx)a 
L[“]x > 




where (Y is real and log tmlx > 0 and the summation CT=‘=, is taken to be zero. 
Let v. be the set of all sequences converging to zero. For a sequence (S,,) converging to S, the 
following notation will be used: 
e, = S, - S, h,++?A n (_!I%), Pn=l-+y 
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Then, LOG, LOGSF, L, and 9 are written as 
LOG= {(S,) I(%) E %,I>, LOGSF= {(S,) ](A,> E ‘;kb and (p,) E Vo}, 




(S,)ELOG(%#O: lim El. ,“i 
n+oo n n+ 
r=s , 
1 
respectively. We remark that by [7, PropriCtC 2, p.2681, 
9= 
i 
(s,)ELoGSF~~~(O<~~~): lim ~ ?it,, =+ 
n+oo n 
Furthermore, Kowalewski has defined LOG2 by 
L~G~=((s,)EL~GSF~~NE~:~~>~~‘~>,N). 
For (S,,) E LOGSF, Rtmln is defined inductively by 
R[Oln = (n + 1) 1 - ( A+), 
R[% = log[“l(n + l)(R [m-11, - 1) for m = 1, 2, 3,. . . . 
Using (2.1), RLm]n, m E No, can be written as 
R[% = 1 + I,[“]( n + 1) 1 - 
( *) 
- @[“](?I + 1))‘. (2.5) 
3. New subsets of LOGSF 




PO = (S,) E LOGSF 1 ,‘irrnm ~Ln +“i’ = 0 . 
n+l I 
Now we define three kinds of subsets of LOGSF as follows: for m E IV,, 
.%?I= S, ELOGSF]~~>~: 
I( ) 
Jirir RLrnln = p), 
9tm1 = 
0 ) 
S, E LOGSF 1%~ > 0 : lim L[“]nX,, = a , 
?I+* > 
.9+] = ((S,,) ~9’~“’ 1 Jirir Limb AC, = O), 
where q, = L[“lnX, - (Y and (en) E go. We remark that @to1 coincides with LOGRaabe defined 
by Kowalewski [7]. 9ZRrm1, m > 0, corresponds to the logarithmic test (for convergence) of the 
second kind. (See, for example, [l, 54, No. 4, Prop. 81, [6, p.2841.) 
Let us consider the relations between the above subsets and LOG2. 
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Proposition 1. 9 [m1 c .c~I?[~] n LOG2 for m E IV,. 
Proof. The case m > 0. 
Let (S ) E .Ftml. Then there exist (Y > 0 and (e,) E gc, such that n 
L[“lnX n = (Y + 6 n 
and 
(3.1) 
lim Ltmln AC = 0 n . (3 -2) n+oo 
BY (3.1) 
AL, en+, Lwz(a + E,+1) 
AS,, =- e, Pl( n + I)( (Y + en) 
= (1 -h,) L[mln 
L[“l( n + 1) 
[l + O(Ae,)]. (3.3) 
So we have 
P++l)(l-*) = ,+“I( n + 1) - Lt”]n + (II + en + 0( Ltmln AC,). 
By (2.5) and (3.2), we obtain 
RWz=1+L’“l(n+1)-L[“ln-(Lt”+z+1))’+Cx+0(1). 
By (2.2) and the mean value theorem, we obtain 
Pln = 1 + (Y + 0 
L Wl 
i i n2 log n 
+ o(1). 
Hence we have 
lim Rtml, = 1 + (Y > 1. 
n-CC 
This means (S,,) E 9 [m1. Since AS, = -enAn, by (3.3), we have 
x n+l LLmln 




pa = L[“l( n + 1) 
[ ,+“I( n + 1) - LImln + 0( L[‘% AC,)]. 
Hence XV E N such that p., > 0 for any n > N. That is, (S,) E LOG2. 
Similarly for the case m = 0. 0 
Proposition 2 (1) .%?tol n @‘I c 3. 
(2) 9&m] n.9 m [ kPo fordi 
Proof. Suppose that (S,) E 9 tml n9[“]. Then 3a > 0 3p > 1 3(~,) E q. 3(8,) E ‘+Zo such that 
L[“lnh ” = Cl+ E n 
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and 
So we have 
A n+l a + en+1 
A&+1 = 
‘- AS,, 
(L[“l( n + 1))’ + p - 1 + 8, * 
When m = 0, it follows from ( Lrml( n + 1))’ = 0 that (S,) E 3’. 




Example 3. Let us consider a sequence (S,,) defined by 
s, = & 
i 
1+ ‘:!“‘j. 
By tedious calculation, 




R[‘ln = ( - 1) “_‘4(log n)‘+ O(log n)_ 
Thus (S,) E P’[ll n TO, (S,) e LOG2 and (S,) 6 @‘l. 
4. Sequence transformations 
We introduce sequence transformations, using “technique du sous-ensemble” [7, p.2691 on 
Y[“] for m E N,. By solving an equation for the unknown S, 
L[“l (n - 1) s;_:$ = IPl( n - 2) $?,g ) 
we obtain 
,!,[“+I - 1) AS,_, AS,_, 
’ = “-’ + ~[“l(n - 2) AS,,_, - Lt”](n - 1) AS,_, . 
Now we define a sequence transformation Trml by 
T,‘“] = S,_, + 
Lt”](n - 1) AS,,_, AS,,_, 
Lt”](n - 2) AS,_, - L[“](n - 1) AS,,_, ’ 
where log[“]( n - 2) > 0. We remark that Kowalewski has considered T['] [7, p-2691. 
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Theorem 4. Suppose (S,) E 9’lm1 for m E N,. Then T[“] accelerates the convergence of (S,) if 
and only if (S,) •7~~~. 
Proof. Since (S,) E Y tml, there exist (Y > 0 and (en) E V0 such that 
Ltmln X n = (Y + e II’ 
Then we obtain 
TI”]-S e _1 
8-S =%+ 
L’“](n - 1) AS,_, AS,_, 
e,(L[ml(n - 2) AS,_, - L[“](n - 1) A&-r) 
( a + %-*)(a + C-2) 
L[“](n - 2) AE,-~ - (cx + en-r)(cx + c,,_~) 1 f (4.1) 
Since e,_ r/e, + 1 and c,, + 0, 
Tt”] _ S 
nEmW in-S =0 
if and only if lim,,,L[“]n AC, = 0. EI 
Corollary 5. Ftml is accelerable for m E N 0. 
On the analogy of the Kowalewski’s result on LOGRaabe [7, p.2691, we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 6. If (S,,) E L%%‘[~] and lim,,,L[“ln AS,, = 0 for m E N,, then T[“] accelerates the 
convergence of (S,). 
Proof. Let t, = S, - L[“‘]n AS,. By (2.5) and the mean value theorem, 
At 
2 = 1 - L[“l(n + 1) 
As, 
* + Lkmln = RImIn + 0( (L[“l (n + 1))“). 
Since (S,) E 5Yrm1, we have 
At 
J$n~=p>l. 
By the assumption, (t,) tends to S and (S,,) converges strictly monotonously. Using de 
l’Hapital’s rule for sequences, we get 
t -s 
n@w*=P. 
Because Tn[“‘l can be rewritten as 
T’“] = S,,_, - 
Q-2 WI-2 
n L[“](n - 1) AS,_, _ 1 =sn-2- s,_,- t,_, ’ 
Llm](n - 2) AS,_, s,_, - t,_, - 1 
we obtain 
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T,["' - S 1 
s,_, - s t,_, -t,_, . 
1 - s,_, - s,_, 
As n + 00, we have 
T,[“] - S 
hence 
Jima s,_, - s = O9 
T,[“‘] - S 
Corollary 7. F [ml = B[ml n 9[ml for m E N,. 
Proof. By Proposition 1 and the definition of Yrml, ,7[m1 C L%‘[ml n 9’Im1. 
Let (S,) E 9tm1 n Yp[ml. Since (S,) E Yrml, 
lim Lrmln AS = 0 n . 
n-m 
By Proposition 6 and Theorem 4, (S,) ~7~~~. 0 
5. An iterated T”“’ algorithm 
For (S,)E~ Iml, T[“] accelerates the convergence of (S,,). Moreover, if (T,[“]) belongs to 
FL”‘], (T,[“]) is accelerated again by T [“‘I. Accordingly, we define an iterated T[“] algorithm as 
follows: for n=n,, n,+l,... 
T,[rl = S n, 
T[“1] = T,[Y”1 j_1 + 
L[“‘(n - 1) AT,[!] j-1 AT,rYi j-i 
n,/ Lrml(n-2) AT:_“1 j_1 ‘tml ’ -L (n-l) AT,[!‘/j_i 
forj=l,2 ,..., [$(n-no)], (54 
where ATn[,‘J!l = T,[Tj, j - Ti,y’ and log[“]( no - 2) > 0. For a given tolerance E > 0, this algorithm is 
stopped if 
1 Ty - T,[_“j, j ) < c 
for some j, 1 <j < L+(n - no)]. 
6. Special subsets and examples of F”“’ 
In order to test Trml, we introduce special subsets of Ytml as follows: 
(SJ j&x, (o>(Yi>cxi+i, iEN), 3ci (iEN, c,#O): 
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s, - s + c ci (log [“In ) a1 for m E N,. 
i=l 
3q11= (s,) 13 
i 
a<O3C;j (i, Jon,, C,ZO): S,- S + (log n)aCc;jn-‘(log n)‘), 
i._i 
Yi21= (Sn)13a<03Cijk (i, j, kEN,, C,#O): Sn-S+(10g[21n)” 
i 
x c Cijkn-‘(log n)-j(log[2bz)-k 
i,j,k 
In a similar way, we may define Tim]. 
Proposition 8. F/m1 c Yrml for m E NO. 
Proof. Suppose 
m 
s, - s + c c,(10gl”‘n)’ with 3ai (0 > ai > CX~+~), 3ci (q # 0). 
i=l 
By (2.3), (2.4) and Taylor’s theorem, we obtain 
AS,, = ciai 
(logW2) a’ (logWz)a2 
L4l 
+ c2a2 L[mIn + o( (lO;:y). 
So, we have 
s a1 =- 
en Lrmln 1 
1 + 2 !3_$3(logbln)a2-a~ + O((log[mln)a*-n’ )I 
and 
~[~ln be, = - 2 ( a2 - a,)2(logtm1,) a2--u’ + o( (log[mln)u’-a’). 
Therefore (S,) E F[“‘]. 0 
(6.1) 
Proposition 9. $“I c.YHml for m = 1, 2. 
Proof. The proof is similar to Proposition 8. 0 
Example 10. As numerical examples for Frml, we take the partial sums of positive series 
s,= e 
1 
j=a, L[m-llj(log[mlj)a ’ 
where a > 1 and logt”] Q, > 0. In this paper we choose a = 2, a, = 2 and a2 = 4. It is well known 
that these series are used for the logarithmic test for convergence. (See, for example, [l, 54, No. 1, 
Prop. 51, [6, p.2811.) 
Thecasem=l: 
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By means of the Euler-Maclaurin formula, we have 
1 1 log n + (Y 
sfl - s = (1 - a)(log n)(l-l+ 2n(log n)* - 12n2(log ??)a+1 
+ 6(log n)’ + lk(log n)’ + 6~x(cr + 1) log n + a( (Y + l)( CY + 2) 
720n4(log n)a+3 
+ O( “*(lo: J- (6-2) 
The asymptotic expansion (6.2) shows that (S,,) E Y2 [I1 For a given CY the sum S can be .
calculated using (6.2). When cr = 2, S = 2.10974 28012 36892. 
The case m = 2: 
s,= i 1 
j=4 j log j (log log j)” ’ 
cy> 1. 
Similarly we have 
1 1 
sn - s= (1 - cr)(log log n)d-l + 2n(log ?z)(log log n)” 
(log n)(log log n) + log log n + (Y - 




I n4(log n)(log log n)” ’ 
and (S,) EYE [21 The sum S = 4.10340 05972 00226, when CY = 2. . 
(6.3) 
7. Numerical examples 
To test the transformation T[“] and the iterated T[“] algorithm, we apply them to two series 
and four sequences shown in Table 1. We apply the iterated T[‘] to Nos. l-4, and the iterated 
TL2] to Nos. 5, 6. We show the significant digits in Tables 2 and 3. All problems except No. 4 are 
accelerated by T[“] and TJ,T1 is effective when n is less than 200, where m = 1 or 2. Generally 
speaking, since a sequence of y6 converges very slowly, AS,, and ATJ,‘J!] are small, so the second 
term of the right-hand side in (5.1) has a loss of significant digits when n is large. 
8. Conclusions 
The sets Ytml are accelerable by T [m1. This result is a generalization of Kowalewski’s result 
[7]. In practice, for .7 [m1 the iterated T[“] algorithm is more effective than T[“]. 
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Table 1 
Test series and sequences for Y[“‘] 




1 + (log ?l)1’3 
+-(l+ W2”-‘) 
(6.2) in Example 10 
Example 3 




: a binomial coefficient. 
difference of two sets. 
Table 2 

























Problem No. 1 Problem No. 2 Problem No. 3 
SII T,[i’ T,[:] S” T,[il T,[:] sn T,[:l T,[:’ 
0.27 - 0.40 - 1.58 0.61 0.47 1.33 0.46 - 0.31 0.05 






















0.15 0.64 0.63 1.81 
0.60 0.66 0.76 2.26 
0.92 0.69 0.86 2.84 
1.18 0.70 0.94 3.39 
2.37 0.81 1.37 2.84 
2.25 0.86 1.57 3.23 
2.31 0.89 1.70 3.98 
2.38 0.92 1.79 3.72 
2.64 0.98 2.03 3.15 
2.64 0.98 2.03 3.15 
2.65 0.98 2.03 3.15 
2.65 0.99 2.04 3.15 
2.65 0.99 2.04 3.14 
2.97 1.04 2.24 3.11 
3.16 1.08 2.34 2.84 
3.27 1.10 2.41 2.79 
3.49 1.11 2.45 1.69 
2.35 1.16 2.58 2.57 
3.30 1.16 2.58 2.61 
1.22 1.16 2.58 2.59 
3.13 1.16 2.58 2.57 
2.54 1.16 2.58 2.54 
0.47 - 0.67 
0.47 - 1.16 
0.48 - 0.45 










































Significant digits of the iterated T[“” 
n Problem No. 4 
















20 0.48 0.46 
30 0.53 0.52 
40 0.57 0.56 
50 0.59 0.58 
96 0.66 0.65 
97 0.66 0.66 
98 0.66 0.66 
99 0.66 0.67 
100 0.66 0.66 
200 0.72 0.72 
300 0.76 0.75 
400 0.78 0.77 
500 0.79 0.79 
996 0.84 0.84 
997 0.84 0.84 
998 0.84 0.84 
999 0.84 0.84 
1000 0.84 0.84 
0.16 - 0.20 - 1.10 
0.20 -0.15 - 1.49 
0.26 -0.12 - 0.81 - 1.05 
0.28 - 0.09 - 0.54 - 0.24 
0.32 - 0.07 -0.38 0.15 
0.46 0.04 0.26 1.17 
0.52 0.09 0.51 1.14 
0.56 0.12 0.66 1.20 
0.59 0.14 0.77 1.27 
0.66 0.18 1.07 1.52 
0.66 0.18 1.08 1.52 
0.66 0.18 1.08 1.53 
0.66 0.18 1.09 1.53 
0.66 0.18 1.09 1.53 
0.72 0.22 1.39 1.83 
0.76 0.24 1.55 2.00 
0.78 0.25 1.67 2.18 
0.79 0.26 1.76 2.40 
0.84 0.29 2.04 2.86 
0.84 0.29 2.04 2.31 
0.84 0.29 2.04 1.82 
0.84 0.29 2.04 2.23 
0.84 0.29 2.04 1.59 
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Problem No. 5 
S, T,‘?’ T,[T 
Problem No. 6 
S” T,[?’ 
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